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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose an approach to generate a quality-adjusted producer price index for highway construction. We use price data for highway construction projects across the contiguous United States from 2005 through 2017. The data set includes approximately 5,000 unique items for each project. These items are distilled to form 60 item baskets. We redefine our output from being lane-miles to ‘lane-miles of service.’ The indicator of quality is the deterioration rate of a roadway, which is measured using data on pavement roughness which links to deterioration and the time between required servicing; an improvement in quality reduces deterioration and increases the time span between maintenance and reconstruction, something which adds significant value to state budgets. We use a chained-Fisher price index and find that our proposed, quality-adjusted producer price index exhibits lower annual growth by 2.0 percent than the unadjusted price index. Given price inflation has been overestimated in the past by failing to account for quality changes, our finding suggests the lack of productivity growth in construction, specifically highways, bridges and infrastructure, may have been significantly underestimated.
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1. Introduction

Productivity is simply a measure of what has been accomplished with a collection of factor inputs when they are mixed together in a certain way under the guidance of operating managers and in the presence of institutional, governance and regulatory controls. Many would say productivity is ‘efficiency in production’, i.e., how much output from a set of inputs (Syverson, 2011). This statement is clean and accurate but we prefer to recognize the environment of productivity and ‘accomplishments’ or ‘outcomes’ is a different notion from outputs because it raises the question of what is the output, what is being produced and how do you measure it; a question which is central in driving the research discussed in this paper.

The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis data show that annual labor productivity (private non-farm business) in the U.S. had averaged 2.0 percent from 1987 through 2018; capital productivity had averaged -0.6 percent and multifactor productivity 0.8 percent. Real GDP growth over this same period had averaged 2.8 percent. These aggregate, economy-wide numbers mask a substantial amount of variability among economic sectors and across and within industries. As Syverson (2011) has noted, the wide ranging, large and persistent productivity differences within industries have raised the question of why; in other words, what leads some firms in an industry to be nearly twice as productive as the marginal firms?

There are ongoing research efforts around improving productivity growth measures generally but we focus on one specific sector of the economy: construction. Because the construction industry supports more than 7.6 million jobs in the United States and contributes more than 4 percent to national GDP, its productivity growth will contribute substantially in raising overall living standards.

Interestingly, the latest data made available by the U.S. Department of Commerce suggest that construction productivity has decreased more than 30 percent since 1997 while, over that same time period, productivity across the wider economy has increased by that same margin, as shown in Figure 1. This reality has renewed discussions around stagnant productivity growth in construction, a point of discussion that has resurfaced every 20-30 years in the academic literature.

Figure 1. Labor productivity growth since 1997 across the general economy and construction. Output is measured as real value added per data from U.S. Department of Commerce.

1. Construction spending in the U.S. in 2018 was $302 billion in the public sector and $992 billion in the private sector (nominal dollars). It employed 8.83 million workers. Value added of construction was 4.4 percent of U.S. GDP in 2018. In 2018 there were 1,184,900 single family residents completed (1,256,200 in 2019).
2. Examples in the literature that comment on stagnant productivity growth in construction include Dacy (1965) and Allen (1985).
More recent attention around this subject has been led by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) (see Sveikauskas et al. 2014, 2016 and 2018). This research has sought to generate improved measures of labor productivity growth in construction across four important subsectors: (1) single-family housing, (2) multi-family residential, (3) highways, streets and bridges and (4) industrial construction. The development of the productivity measures focuses on labour productivity rather than total factor productivity (TFP) or multi-factor productivity (MFP) because, as the authors say, it is difficult to measure capital materials requirement inputs. The view was it is difficult to obtain accurate measures of productivity growth because of the myriad of price deflators used against revenues to create an output index over time. The central emphasis of the papers by Sveikauskas et al. was the use of accurate, relevant output price deflators. The deflators for these four areas came from the Census (single family deflator), BEA (multi-family deflator), FHWA (construction cost index for highways) and BLS (deflator for industrial construction). The output measures for each of these subsectors were based on the value of construction put in place provided by the U.S. Census.

The findings of Sveikauskas et al. indicate that, among the four major subsectors of construction, only one has failed to exhibit positive productivity growth: highway, road, and bridge construction. More specifically, their results indicate direct and subcontractor labor productivity trends of 1.1, 1.7, -2.4 and 7.5 percent for single-family residential; multi-family residential; highways, streets and bridges; and industrial construction, respectively. These findings strongly motivate further study of highway, road, and bridge construction, particularly given the industry’s size and importance. Public spending for capital, operations, and maintenance on highway infrastructure in 2017, for example, exceeded $177 billion, representing nearly 1 percent of U.S. GDP.

To support this goal, our study aims to generate further improved producer price deflators for the highway construction sector. Studies such as those of Sveikauskas et al. rely on FHWA’s National Highway Construction Cost Index (NHCCI), which tracks quarterly changes in input prices across all highway construction activities. Quality improvements in both material and capital inputs for highway construction have been noted by several researchers (Goodrum et al. 2009, Goodrum and Haas 2004). Furthermore, according to the U.S. Congressional Budget Office, the share of public expenditures on highway construction that go for operations and maintenance (O&M) activities has also drastically shifted from 37 to 46 percent over the time frame of the analysis by Sveikauskas et al. (Figure 2). We, therefore, aim to complement this important initiative led by FHWA and BLS by proposing a methodology to create price deflators that can adequately capture quality improvements over time and can be designed for specific technologies and activities.

3. The time period covered for highways, streets, and bridges is 2002 through 2016 while the measures for the other sectors covers 1987-2016.

4. Construction is much too heterogeneous to have a single output and even the four major subsectors of constructions are too heterogeneous to yield an easily aggregated output. An alternative measure of real output for construction can be obtained by dividing the total expenditure on construction by a price index. However, this solution is not straightforward since which price index to choose becomes the problem. In addition, the productivity measure still suffers from the same general problem of productivity measurement which include managing changes in quality.

5. Syverson (2011) has noted that physically-based rather than revenue-based output measures exhibit more variation. He argues there is a negative correlation between quantity-based TFP measure and price. The result is revenue-based productivity measures underestimate the differences in producers’ physical efficiencies (Syverson, 2011, footnote 1).
Once quality changes are taken account of in the price index, we find the quality-adjusted producer price index for asphalt concrete highway construction exhibits lower annual growth by 2.0 percent. This suggests a strong upward bias in existing, non-quality adjusted producer price deflators. Since most productivity studies examining changes in productivity in construction use expenditures or revenues as the bases for calculating output, an upward biased price deflator will result in a lower estimation of productivity growth.

The following section briefly examines four different but relevant literatures that influence our work: the measurement of highway capital stock and costs, the measure of productivity in construction, quality adjustments for productivity measures and the highway construction literature. Following this we describe our method for introducing quality adjustment into a price index and explain how we measure quality improvement. We finally report our quality-adjusted price index and compare it with an unadjusted one, motivating our discussion of future research directions in this area.

Figure 2. Spending on operations and maintenance (O&M) as percent of highway construction spending since 2002, per data provided by U.S. Congressional Budget Office.

Literature on Measuring Highway Capital Stock and Costs of Infrastructure

A broad literature has examined the issue of what constitutes the highway capital stock and, more importantly, how it should be measured. This literature grew out of the interest in public capital’s contribution to economic growth stemming from Aschauer (1989). The issue of how to measure highway capital was examined intensively by Fraumeni (1999, 2007, 2008 and 2009) whose focus was using a national income accounts approach.6

6. The three national income perspectives are (1) highway capital outlays, or how much was spent in order to build a highway unit; (2) highway capital stock, which is an input measure which captures the designed service level of a highway unit or its effective productivity; and (3) highway gross output, which signifies the amount spent to build and maintain roadways.
Fraumeni’s 1999 paper was concerned with measuring the productive capital stock principally because it was the relationship between highway capital and productivity that was of interest. Fraumeni argues that in constructing a quality-adjusted public capital stock series there is a need to use measures of productive capital stock adjusted for deterioration and quality change. Choosing this method as distinct from wealth capital stock measures has a significant impact on the estimates of the public capital stock which will, in turn, affect measures of productivity. The distinction between productive and wealth measures for capital stocks is subtle. Productive capital stock is adjusted for current and past decreases in efficiency whereas wealth capital stock measures are also adjusted for future declines in efficiency.

Fraumeni (2007) presents measures of the contribution of highways to economic growth using national income accounting measures of productive highway capital stock; productive highway capital stock measures potential productive capacity. The measures do not include spillovers and only consider the use of highways for businesses and government. The capital outlays for highways are distinguished by Interstate, non-interstate and local; new construction and reconstruction; and pavement, grading and structures. Fraumeni (2008, 2009) update the highway capital stock measures produced earlier in Fraumeni (1999). A key issue in this paper is whether the pavement curves used in the productive capital stock measures were still valid.

More recently, a paper by Bennett et al. (2020) provides measures of the value of infrastructure, which they divide into basic (transportation & utilities), social (schools, hospitals) and digital (communications and cloud related). Among other measures, they provide what they term prototype estimates of investment in highways, at the state level, and they note significant Interstate variability. They estimate that as of 2020 maintenance and repair is approximately 15 percent of gross highway investment. It is important to note that this estimate differs from the earlier cited number from the Congressional Budget Office of 46 percent for operations and maintenance, highlighting the challenge in classifying highway investments. Their final contribution is to examine trends in price deflators and quality change in infrastructure assets.

Bennett et al. note that prices for highways and streets are volatile, with annual price increases of 10 percent from 1970 through the early 1980s and stable prices occurring during the latter 1980s through late 2000s, after which they noticeably increase. A key measurement issue is whether costs are expressed
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7. Wealth capital measures the market value of capital. As an example: BEA would include cars and appliances in its measure of wealth capital, whereas these two items would normally be included in consumption in the national accounts.

8. Productive capital stock is an appropriate concept for measuring the contribution of capital to economic growth while wealth capital stock is appropriate for measuring the market value of capital. Productive capital stock measures are adjusted for past and current decreases in efficiency while wealth stock measures are adjusted for past, current and future decreases in efficiency.

9. For example, the value consumers place on travelling to visit friends and relatives would not be captured in these measures.

10. The pavement curves relate to pavement serviceability, the ability of highways to move traffic at a designed speed. If the speed declines or the operating cost to users increase, the “serviceability” declines and the efficiency of the highway capital stock declines. Pavement serviceability decreases with time and use, with serviceability decreasing least on Interstates, and the rate of decline increases for non-interstate and local roads respectively in part reflecting the initial standards to which they are built.
per mile or per lane-mile; if a road is widened by one lane in either direction, for example, total miles would not change but lane-miles would.11

Brooks and Liscow (2019) examine infrastructure costs for highways (specifically the Highway Interstate System) across states and observe considerable variation. Their choice of unit of measure, miles of Interstate, does not take account of construction such as lane widening, increasing shoulder width or additional amenities associated with safety measures or amenities such as noise berms or walls. Expenditures on all of these items would not vary with length of the system but would be sensitive, in part, to a measure such a lane-miles. They note labor and materials price variation does not explain the large cost differences.

In Brooks and Liscow (2020) the authors focused on explaining the rise in expenditures for infrastructure and use the U.S. Interstate highway system as their empirical example. The metric used is total miles and data are at the state level. Also, the costs are related only to new construction while resurfacing and maintenance are excluded.12

Amekudzi-Kennedy et al. (2019) provide an extensive review of traditional asset valuation methods. The authors cover traditional valuation methods and introduce new approaches to how value is interpreted, particularly given the growing use of smart infrastructure and performance-based decision-making. Their discussion of value in establishing the ‘worth’ of assets is essentially distinguishing value in ‘use’ versus value in ‘exchange.’ They make a distinction, like Fraumeni (1999), between wealth-based value and productivity-based value, although they do not use those terms explicitly. They argue that valuation of infrastructure should go beyond use and exchange to include value based on existence, sustainability and user preferences.

The work of Fraumeni, Bennett et al., Brooks and Liscow and Amekudzi-Kennedy et al. illustrate the challenges of creating a price index and properly measuring the capital stock. What should be included for separating maintenance and expenditures and additions to the capital stock can be an issue. The literature also questions what constitutes output and value and how the two should enter the calculation of what we have termed as outcomes. These measurement and conceptual issues figure prominently in developing accurate price indices and in designing a means to measure quality change. Redefining the nature of what is produced in terms of its impact facilitates the development of a hedonic index to capture quality improvements.

Literature on Measuring Productivity in Construction

Measuring output in highway construction productivity has had a history of using a physical measure of output and has transitioned to revenue or expenditure measures which generate the output measure by dividing by a price index. Allen (1985) explores explanations for the productivity decline in the

11. The authors state their estimates of price increases ‘lineup with’ the results of Brooks and Liscow (2019) in terms of cost per mile for interstate highway construction. From Brooks and Liscow one can infer an implied annual rate increase of 5.3% while the National Accounts for highways and streets shows an annual increase of 6%. The other distinction is Brooks and Liscow are looking at interstate highway construction whereas Bennet et al. figures are for highway and street construction which would include urban, near urban and rural; of course, the construction figures exclude land.

12. They argue that a large portion of the increase in costs and variation over states is the increase in average incomes with higher income citizens demanding higher quality highways and a shift to a rise in ‘citizen voice’ whereby citizens could more easily challenge decisions by government.
construction industry between 1968 and 1978 in the United States. He uses a production function approach rather than a growth accounting one to better capture changes in capital-labor ratio and institutional and industrial features of the construction sector. He initially found there were real factors explaining the observed productivity slowdown: the shift from high productivity multiple family units to low productivity single family homes, labor quality, decreasing establishment size, the capital-labor ratio and unionization. He also claimed that the metric of output growth had been underestimated since the denominator, price deflators, were upward biased. Pieper (1989) criticizes Allen, claiming Allen’s measures of some real factors (e.g., capital-labor ratio) were incorrect. Allen (1989) replies with arguments that his original approach was valid and after correction, real factors and mismeasurement of the price deflators account for 56.5% of the decline in observed decrease in construction industry productivity over the 1968-78 period.

Pieper (1991) provides a comprehensive review and assessment of historical construction deflation methods used by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) to prepare constant-dollar construction components for U.S. GDP. He also provides suggestions on how current deflators (current meaning 1991) could be improved. He points out the early deflation indices were cost indices made up of factor input prices such as materials prices and labor wage rates. But the problem is cost indices overstate price increases because they fail to account for changes in productivity or changes in prices due to competitive conditions. The preference is to use price indices for construction output rather than use input costs to deflate the value of construction output. However, price indices have their weaknesses as they assume homogeneity of the output for physical measures. Pieper is optimistic on the use of hedonic price indices as a way of taking into account heterogeneity and possibly quality differences.

Parker (1991) in a ‘Comment’ on Pieper’s work argues the lack of progress in developing new price deflators results from a number of sources: the lack of support from the private sector in providing data and the fact the Office of Management & Budget (OMB) hamstrings the BEA in affecting their ability to develop and pay for new surveys. He notes that academic interest in the area was meager at best. Parker is favourably disposed to the use of cost indices but recognizes their weakness, therefore suggesting that they serve as an upper bound on price indices.

A number of authors have examined productivity trends in the construction engineering and management literature (Allmon at al. 2000; Goodrum and Haas, 2001; Goodrum and Haas, 2002; Zhai, 2009). The interesting feature of this literature is the disaggregation of the aggregate output of the construction industry into construction activities; this is in a similar spirit to the shift from service-based expenditures to disease-based expenditures in measuring output in health care services (Sheiner and Malinovskaya 2016). Allmon et al. (2000) examined labor productivity using activities such as residential framing, commercial web joists, compaction, hand trenching and ceiling tile installation. They measure unit labor costs, output and direct work rates and report that productivity increased for all tasks studied in the paper; a total of 8 out of 20 activities for which data exists. However, it appears decreasing real wages were driving much of the measured productivity increase. Goodrum and Haas (2002) also

13. Price per square foot of floor space is seen as weak since higher priced structures are not necessarily larger but have more amenities. Using price per square foot assumes residential housing stock is homogeneous. The same criticism was levelled at the FHWA price index which treats highway projects as homogeneous.

14. The traditional approach to measuring output in health care was spending on health goods and services which was deflated by some price index. The newer approach is to use expenditures on disease treatments. This change in approach affects the price indices used to deflate expenditures.
examined activities as a basis for measuring productivity. They estimated productivity changes in 200 activities associated with different types of equipment technology. Their principle findings are productivity increased for most all activities and that much of the increase came from technological advances and from increases in the capital labor ratio. This result was reaffirmed in Goodrum, Haas and Glover (2002). These findings are in contradiction to the productivity results found with aggregate measures, perhaps due to output measurement problems resulting from the increasing complexity of projects. Goodrum, Zhai and Yasin (2009) examined productivity change in construction using activities with an emphasis on changes in materials technology. Based on 100 activities, they find that material weight, installation and modularity all contributed to significant improvements in labour productivity.

Review of Productivity and Quality Adjustment Literature

The two primary methods used to adjust for long run price changes and account for any quality changes are the matching model and hedonic models. The matching model, as the name implies, compares the price of an item in period $t$ with the same item in $t+1$. The fundamental purpose of this model is to hold constant the characteristics of a transaction (Triplett 2006). There are a number of possible sources of error with matching, including missing items (discontinuance or specification change), some adjustment in an items size, makeup or effectiveness etc. and a completely new item. The second method for adjusting for quality is hedonic models whereby changes in quality are estimated from data that characterize all of the features of the product as well as the product price. A regression of quantity of each characteristic on the price for the bundle of characteristics will yield a set of coefficients. The coefficients will reflect both demand (user valuation) and supply influences (resource costs). A distinction is made between a hedonic function and hedonic price index. A hedonic function is an estimated relationship between prices of similar products and the characteristics they have whereas a hedonic price index makes use of a hedonic function (Triplett 2006, Chapter 3).

Griliches (1961) was one of the first to investigate the distortion in measured price indices in the face of quality change. His investigation of quality changes in automobiles framed the question as, ‘what would this item cost with the new combination of features (i.e., qualities) relative to some base period when such features were not available’? By applying his approach in the automobile sector, Griliches is able to show that, after considering quality changes, a 1960 model car is less expensive than a 1954 model. Hall (1971) tackles a somewhat different problem, still linked to quality differences, in looking at input markets. The issue is determining the relative qualities in different vintages of capital by observing relative prices in second hand markets. In a 1995 investigation of quality changes for personal computers, Berndt, Griliches and Rappaport (1984) found that when improvements in quality were included in the price index, real quality-adjusted prices for personnel computers had fallen by 30 percent. Taking these results in the context of measured productivity for construction, in our case highway construction, failure to account for quality changes may result in an overestimate of the price index which will in turn lead to an underestimate of real output and a lower measured change in productivity.

15. The coefficients are often referred to as implicit prices for the characteristics and are influenced by both the demand for and supply of similar characteristics.

16. Hall points out the knotty problem of disentangling the effect of age (depreciation) from quality difference when observing data in secondhand markets.
Hedonic regressions are generally represented in a generic way but there are three methods of implementation; the time dummy approach, the characteristics/repricing approach and the imputation approach (Silver, 2018). The first regresses product prices on product characteristics and time dummies which reflect the date of the product transaction. Parameters on the time dummies provide measures of the proportionate change in prices relative to a reference point in time (year, quarter, month). The hedonic characteristics or repricing approach regresses product price on product characteristics for a given period and uses the parameters as weights. The average product is a tied bundle of average characteristics. Holding the average bundle constant, the parameters estimated in period 0 and again in period 1 can answer the question, ‘what is the price change of the average product or average characteristics (quality adjusted) valued in period 0 relative to period 1? A ratio of the values from period 0 weights and period 1 weights (parameters) is a constant quality product price index. The third method, the hedonic imputation approach, is essentially product matching. For each product compared the quantities are held constant and only characteristic prices change.

A Brief Overview of Highways

Transportation agencies are under increased pressure to maintain and preserve their roadway assets with limited available resources. The latest *Highway Statistics* report from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) estimates that 20 percent of roadways across the United States are either in a fair or worse condition (U.S. Department of Transportation 2018). In addition, the projected annual capital investment required to improve the condition of the existing system is almost $30 billion real dollars higher than current levels (U.S. Department of Transportation 2020). In short, transportation agencies are being forced to do more with less. The challenge of maintaining an aging roadway system has motivated federal and state authorities to devote significant resources towards the creation of pavement management systems, which are used to collect and process highway condition information and forecast future performance. To achieve these objectives, an area of considerable research over the last several decades has been the development of analytical techniques to model pavement performance (i.e., deterioration).

Pavement performance broadly refers to the deterioration of an individual facility (i.e., asset) over time. For pavements, common distress mechanisms include rutting, cracking, faulting and surface disintegration. The majority of state and municipal agencies as well as FHWA, whose *Highway Statistics* track aggregate, highway-system condition measures, rely on pavement roughness to measure pavement performance. This fact can be attributed to three important factors: (1) the collection of this data is relatively inexpensive (Abulizi et al. 2016); (2) although measurement errors persist, roughness data are significantly more reliable than are measurements for other distress mechanisms (Schwartz 2007); and (3) pavement roughness correlates strongly with other performance measures of interest for practitioners (Garg et al. 1988; Li et al. 2011).

The evolution of pavement roughness across time for a facility will generally follow the saw-tooth diagram shown in Figure 3 where, for a given set of capital, material, and labor inputs, an asset will
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17. The parameters on the product characteristics are assumed invariant over time and space.

18. Detailed implementation descriptions can be found in Triplett (2006) and Silver (2018).
deteriorate at some exponential rate (Ouyang and Madanat 2006). Should a facility’s roughness reach some critical, unacceptable level of performance, a construction activity (often referred to as an intervention) will typically take place to renew the condition of the pavement segment, leading to the idealized representation in Figure 3. Per Figure 3, a higher performing pavement, which could arise due to an increase in the quantity (e.g., a thicker pavement) or quality of inputs, will impact the total cost of ownership for a planning agency. Although the majority of research in highway construction has emphasized the effect of material inputs on performance19, several technological and policy advances have played a critical role in improving the overall quality of highway construction. While we do not exhaustively list these innovations in this paper, we do provide a few examples to clarify these advances for the reader.

Highway construction requires large amounts of capital inputs to produce a high-quality product.20 In addition, policy changes by state DOTs in process specifications and contractual arrangements for highway construction have also influenced the quality of roadway production. An intuitive example is the promotion of quality check/quality assurance (QC/QA) programs by state agencies over the last two decades. Patel et al. (1997) and Fernando (1997) describe the introduction of these QC/QA initiatives around material handling and initial pavement condition in Illinois and Texas and their anticipated impact on highway performance (few studies have quantified the actual effectiveness of these programs). The integration of QC/QA programs by many state DOTs has also led to the restructuring of contracts for many highway projects; it is now commonplace in many states to use incentive-based contracts to motivate high-quality construction by contractors (D’Apuzzo and Nicolosi 2010).

Figure 3. Illustration of the Evolution of Pavement Roughness over Time.

Note: For two highways subject to similar traffic and climate conditions, the illustration shows the evolution of roughness for a low-performance (solid line) and high-performance (dashed line) constructed facility.

19. Prozzi and Madanat (2003) provide an excellent overview of research initiatives aimed at capturing the effects of material inputs on performance. The authors classify this literature as empirical (i.e., data-driven), mechanistic (i.e., scientifically-based response functions to capture the relationship between performance and inputs) and mechanistic-empirical (i.e., mechanistic models that integrate the statistical rigor of empirical models).

20. One example of these capital inputs is compaction equipment, which ensures that material layers are of both proper and uniform in density. FHWA has played an important role in promoting the development of intelligent compaction technologies for soils, aggregate bases, and pavement surfaces to improve the life-cycle performance of highway maintenance and construction (Chang et al. 2011).
These technological, policy and structural changes in the highway sector have, theoretically, led to a higher quality product for a similar set of inputs. To our best awareness, there are no existing studies that have numerically quantified quality improvements over time nor embedded them within measures of productivity growth for highway construction. We aim to address this gap via the use of extensive longitudinal data around historical infrastructure performance and bid data within the contiguous United States. Specifically, the upcoming section details the creation of four new, quarterly producer price indices of highway construction disaggregated by material and activity. We subsequently evaluate the sensitivity of one of our indices (asphalt concrete construction), which constitutes 94 percent of highways in the United States, to the inclusion of quality improvement measures. These findings will support future planned studies on productivity growth in the highway construction sector in the coming years.

**Methodology: Building a Quality-Adjusted Price Index**

**A Baseline Highway Producer Price Index**

A producer price index summarizes average changes in prices for a set of inputs across time. Its importance for productivity studies cannot be understated; if output is measured via revenues, and the monetary value of those revenues change across time due to inflation, then it is necessary to have available a price deflator that can transform those revenues into some set of common, comparable values. For the highway sector, there are three well-known forms of price indices that have been previously implemented: Laspeyres, Paasche, and Fisher. A detailed discussion around the use of these approaches and their implementation by state departments of transportation (DOTs) for highway construction can be found in Nassereddine, Whited and Hanna (2016) and Shrestha, Jeong and Gransberg (2017).

Both the Laspeyres and Paasche approaches are fixed-base indices with weights based on quantities in a given reference year. Because both techniques neglect the substitution effect and declines in the usage of certain commodities due to possible price increases, both state DOTs and FHWA have adopted a chained-Fisher approach for developing their own highway construction producer price indices. FHWA’s National Highway Construction Cost Index (NHCCI) is, in fact, the reference price deflator for the previously cited productivity analyses initiated by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics around road, highway, and bridge construction. The general form of the chained-Fisher price index is shown equation (1) and equation (2). $R_t$ captures the relative shift in average producer prices, $C_t$, between consecutive time periods (i.e., $t$ and $t-1$). $R_t$ is computed as the geometric mean of the Laspeyres and Paasche index using relative quantities, $q_i$, and unit-prices, $p_i$, for each individual item ($i$) across n item baskets used to consolidate bid items into categories.

$$R_t = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i^t q_i^{t-1}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i^{t-1} q_i^{t-1}}} \times \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i^t q_i^{t-1}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i^{t-1} q_i^{t-1}}$$

(1)

$$C_t = C_{t-1} \times R_t$$

(2)

For highway construction, a frequently cited source of data is those made available by Oman BidTabs, which since 2005 has tracked price data for highway construction projects across the contiguous United States. The financial value of pavement-related activities used in our study (once possible outliers are removed) exceeds over $170 billion (nominal) dollars, making it a reliable source of data that is leveraged by FHWA in the generation of its own NHCCI. For each project, Oman BidTabs reports quantities and
unit-prices for all required tasks, the date of the auction, the project’s geographic location at the county-level, the type of activity pursued (e.g., new construction), and other variables (e.g., the identification of the winning contractor) that are of value for future policy research.\footnote{While this dataset is rich in terms of its breath and scope, there are significant challenges involved in processing its information; we discuss these issues given their importance in generating our own reliable indices but keep this discussion brief given the larger focus and emphasis of our work.}

Two important challenges underly the processing of our available data: the identification of appropriate “item baskets” and the detection of possible outliers. State DOTs frequently vary in their conventional units (e.g., cubic yards vs. tonnage) and terminology (e.g., hot-mixed asphalt vs. asphalt paving) for similar activities. Further complicating this matter is that multiple agencies have altered their internal naming convention of activities over the timeframe (i.e., post-2005) of our study. To deal with these challenges, we rely on available text classifiers to identify reasonable item baskets for our indices. While our dataset includes more than 5,000 unique item descriptions, this process reduces them into 60 unique item baskets.\footnote{Examples of relevant item baskets include Concrete Pavement, Bituminous Pavement, Joint Sealing, and other common construction activities.}

We also detect outliers by inspecting difference between unit-prices for winning bids and competing contractors based on criteria reflecting conversations with stakeholders from state DOTs, private contractors, and trade associations.

Given that the goal of our work is to complement future productivity studies in highway construction, we compute four baseline producer price indices for two common technologies (Portland cement concrete vs. asphalt concrete pavements) and broad classifications of activities (general construction vs. maintenance and rehabilitation). Since the dominant material input for asphalt concrete highways, bitumen, is a by-product of crude oil production, its price growth has been impacted by recent price volatility in energy markets, causing the cost of its production to differ substantially from Portland cement concrete. Specifically, while bitumen constitutes only 4-5 percent of material inputs for asphalt concrete, it currently makes up around 40 percent of the average cost of its production. Producer price indices disaggregated by technology will additionally complement our intended focus of analyzing and commenting on differences in productivity growth across firms that utilize these two prevalent materials, which we further discuss towards the end of this paper. We have also created producer price indices for construction maintenance and rehabilitation given the increasing shift in public spending towards these activities for an aging transportation system. \textbf{Table 1} highlights differences in the available sample size used to generate each index; since asphalt concrete is the predominant technology used for highway construction, its producer price index relies on 500 percent more bid data (in terms of nominal dollars) than the Portland cement concrete index. As can be noted below, approximately 16 percent of spending in our dataset is tied to maintenance activities, which is consistent with the results of Bennet et al. (2020).

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Producer Price Index} & \textbf{Nominal Value 2005-2017} \\
\hline
(1) Asphalt Concrete Highway Construction & $124 billion \\
(2) Portland Cement Concrete Highway Construction & $24.5 billion \\
(3) Asphalt Concrete Highway Maintenance & Rehabilitation & $18.3 billion \\
(4) Portland Cement Concrete Highway Maintenance & Rehabilitation & $5.57 billion \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Nominal value of pavement-related highway spending used for each producer price index from January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2017.}
\end{table}
Our baseline producer price indices are designed by tracking changes in highway construction input quantities and prices across time. Since the production of highways serves as an intermediate good for the broader economy, we should also be concerned with tracking potential shifts in the resulting outcomes. A better performing road for a consistent set of capital, labor, and material inputs will require fewer future maintenances, improve user travel times, and facilitate a more efficient economy. This means that only tracking changes in production inputs to form a price index is insufficient; we also need to “redefine” our output via a measure that reflects its utility to society and be able to track its evolution temporally. In the upcoming section, we define a measure of quality for highway construction based on significant research among the highway engineering community and propose a strategy to embed it within our own producer price indices.

Measuring Quality Improvements

To measure quality improvements in highway construction, we rely on data collected and monitored by FHWA as part of its Long-Term Infrastructure Performance (LTIP) program. The program, which was initiated by the National Research Council and Transportation Research Board in the 1980s before transitioning to FHWA in 1991, includes more than 150,000 field measurements of highway performance (measured in terms of roughness) from over 2,500 roads across North America. These roads have been built over a range of years and differ in their structural designs, exposed traffic volumes, and climactic regions. We leverage these data to generate an infrastructure performance model that adequately extracts improvement in construction quality over time and use that information to appropriately adjust our highway producer price index.

We have decided to measure quality improvements in highway construction via this approach for a couple of important reasons. Changes in methods to procure highway projects are, more so than most other sectors, motivated by knowledgeable, informed consumers. While quality improvements for telecommunications, for example, are driven by consumer preferences, consumers are frequently uninformed around the underlying technology used to achieve these enhancements. State DOTs, on the other hand, not only have a sense of their intended performance goals for a new infrastructure project but also rely on their own internal engineers to develop explicit specifications (e.g., pavement thickness and geometric design) for suppliers (i.e., contractors) to achieve those objectives. Although we do not have access to the complete specifications for each construction project within our database nor its ex-ante forecasted performance, we are able to access its measured quality directly thru ex-post performance observations. Improvements in construction quality should improve the overall performance (i.e., lower deterioration) of highway infrastructure and reduce the rate of depreciation for these assets over their lifecycle. We use the term performance as synonymous with deterioration given the convention used by researchers in this domain.

The performance model we propose builds off of an important body of research that has emerged over the last 30 years, which has identified the relevance of important topics such as stationarity, endogeneity, and measurement errors in determining an appropriate model specification. These studies have generally assumed that variation in pavement performance across time can be adequately captured by incorporating a set of regressors that incorporate relevant structural and/or environmental (e.g., traffic...

23. For a discussion around each of these issues, we encourage readers to review the work of Ben-Akiva and Ramaswamy (1993), Chu and Durango-Cohen (2008), Hong and Prozzi (2015), Swei, Gregory, and Kirchain (2018), and Yehia and Swei (2020).
conditions) factors that affect a highway’s deterioration. Two particularly important explanatory variables per previous research are: (1) the design of the facility and (2) the exposed truck traffic volume of the highway. We therefore begin our analysis by estimating the below model similar to traditional research:

$$\Delta \ln D_{it} = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \ln SN + \alpha_3 \ln AADTT$$

(3)

$D_{it}$ is the performance of the $i^{th}$ facility in year $t$, $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$ and $\alpha_3$ are parameter estimates that quantify the effect of a facility’s structural capacity per its structural number (SN) and its average annual daily truck traffic (AADTT) loading. The SN for a constructed facility is a continuous variable that has been used in pavement design to characterize the anticipated structural capacity of a new facility. Two key characteristics affect its value: the thickness of the individual layers that make up a pavement and their material properties based off of a layer coefficient. A pavement’s SN does not, however, comment on its true structural capacity, which will depend on the quality of construction conducted by the contractor. Figure 4 presents a truncated histogram of the computed SN for each observation in our dataset.

Figure 4. Distribution of computed structural number (SN) for 5th through 95th percentile values.

The deterioration for each of our indexed panels is based on an average of a series of measurements. Because modern inspection technologies are prone to measurement errors, state DOTs will typically conduct at least five measurements of their asset performance during each site visit and subsequently report an average condition rating. In other words, the reported performance of a highway facility across our dataset is an uncertain, latent measure. A consequential challenge in estimating Equation 3 is that, due to the latent nature of pavement performance, three sources of error have been shown to be present in the estimation of equation (3) per our previously cited references:

$$\Delta \ln D_{it} = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \ln SN + \alpha_3 \ln AADTT + \epsilon_{it} + u_{it} + u_{it-1}$$

(4)

where $\epsilon_{it}$ is a random error term underlying the deterioration of facility $i$ in time period $t$ and $u_{it}$ and $u_{i,t-1}$ are measurement error terms in time period $t$ and $t-1$. Because the accuracy of the measured condition of a highway facility varies across observations, one successful approach employed previously to deal with this issue is to estimate an iterative, reweighted least squares model in which the weight for each observation, $w_{it}$, is set equal to the inverse of the observation’s theoretical variance. If one assumes that each error term is independent then the weight for each observation would be:

$$w_{it} = \frac{1}{\text{Var}[\Delta \ln D_{it}]} = \frac{1}{\text{Var}[\epsilon_{it}] + \text{Var}[u_{it}] + \text{Var}[u_{i,t-1}]}$$ (5)

The error term capturing uncertainty in pavement deterioration, $\epsilon_{it}$, has been shown to have consistent variance, $\sigma^2$, across a dataset. The variance for $u_{it}$ and $u_{i,t-1}$ can be approximated via first order methods. Specifically, if an arbitrary random variable, $x$, with finite variance is transformed by some function $g(.)$ that is differentiable, as is our case, the first-order approximation of the underlying variance for $u_{it}$ and $u_{i,t-1}$ follows:

$$\text{Var}[g(x)] = (g'(E[x]))^2 \text{Var}(x)$$ (6)

$$\text{Var}[u_{it}] = \frac{\sigma_{m_{it}}^2}{\mu_{it}^2 n_{it}}$$ (7)

$$\text{Var}[u_{i,t-1}] = \frac{\sigma_{m_{i,t-1}}^2}{\mu_{i,t-1}^2 n_{i,t-1}}$$ (8)

where $\sigma_{m}^2$ is the variance in the measured condition of a facility, $\mu$ is the average measured condition of a facility, and $n$ is the number of measurements during a site visit (typically five). Should the weights be appropriately specified, then one would anticipate the weighted residuals would follow a standard normal distribution.

The major point of departure in our work and those of previous pavement researchers is the incorporation of another fixed-effect across time: year of construction, which is referred to as YEAR in equation (9) and equation (10). By incorporating year of construction, we are able to easily extract an intuitive estimate around the annual rate of improvement in the life-cycle performance of a facility derived from quality gains in its production beyond those related to its planned structural capacity (measured via SN). We estimate equation (9) and equation (10) to test the sensitivity of our Year variable to the inclusion of AADTT which, at an aggregate level, has remained fairly constant across the temporal horizon of our PPIs.

$$\Delta \ln D_{it} = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \ln SN + \alpha_3 \ln AADTT + \alpha_4 \ln YEAR$$ (9)

$$\Delta \ln D_{it} = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \ln SN + \alpha_4 \ln YEAR$$ (10)

Of course, the rate of performance improvement may vary across time periods, which would motivate an approach similar to the hedonic regression with time dummies as described in the literature review section. However, there are two important challenges in our context that have motivated us to model quality improvements per this approach: (1) the significant time lag (i.e., 5-10 years) to receive performance updates on a recently constructed highway and (2) the limited number of constructed
highways available to us post-2005. The proposed linear model allows us to generate a first order, year-over-year estimate of annual quality improvements relying on a large portion of data generated prior to 2005. Future research efforts on our part will include the collection and analysis of more recently constructed roads that can be used to employ the time dummy approach.

With our two datasets, we are able to monitor across time (1) changes in highway production inputs and (2) improvements in the performance of the resulting outputs. We can use these two insights to update our baseline producer price index, which we do so in our study by redefining our output.

**A Quality-Adjusted Highway Producer Price Index**

Roads and highways form a valuable commodity that support the transport of goods, services, and people across the economy. Federal, state, and municipal governmental agencies not only care about the total quantity of paved surfaces (typically measured in units of lane-miles) across their networks but also their value to their citizens. One possible mechanism to embed measured quality improvements in a producer price index is to ‘redefine the good.’ Sheiner and Malinovskaya (2016) provide an excellent synthesis on the use of this approach for previous health care studies, highlighting that we can better measure output in medical treatments by monitoring their success (e.g., added life-years) rather than their total number.25

Similar to the medical sector, a key challenge in redefining our output for highway construction is reaching a consensus on a preferred metric. While there is no formal agreement between researchers and agencies on such a measure, the topic has been a point of discussion among practitioners and governmental officials following the enactment of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) in 2012. The program, which has funded federal surface transportation projects in the United States, includes requirements for state DOTs to establish performance and outcome-based programs in the management of their bridge and pavement assets. One particular performance-based metric that both FHWA and the infrastructure management community has broadly supported is the service interval for a facility (i.e., time until a major construction activity will be required) (Elkins et al. 2013). The longer the time between construction activities, the lower the cost of the good over its lifetime for agencies with limited fiscal resources. While an alternative definition of highway construction could be one that not only adjusts for a facility’s serviceable life but also its supported traffic, there has been little change over our time period of focus (2005 to 2017) in the utilization of arterial and interstate roads, which primarily fall under the jurisdiction of state DOTs, in the United States (Figure 5).

Having redefined output of our good by its service interval (SI), we are able to adjust our original producer price index, $C_t$, by normalizing it by its SI26. We refer to our adjusted producer price index time period $t$ and $t-1$ as $C_t^*$ and $C_{t-1}^*$:

$$C_t^* = \frac{C_t}{SI_t} \quad (11)$$

25. Sheiner and Malinovskaya (2016) discuss three approaches for incorporation; cost of living, redefining the good and cost of quality improvements. Among the three the ‘redefine the good’ approach is intuitively appealing for our purpose. The product being purchased is not an output like ‘miles of road’ but an outcome, such as additional years of service for connectivity. Connectivity can be seen as a function of lane miles, roadway management, time, governance, environment, etc.).

26. See page 23 of Sheiner and Malinovskaya (2016) for a similar derivation but for quality-gains in health care.
\[ C_{t-1}^* = \frac{C_{t-1}}{SI_{t-1}} \]  
\[ C_t^* = \frac{C_t}{SI_t} = \frac{C_{t-1}^* \times R_t \times SI_{t-1}}{SI_t} \]  
\[ C_t^* = C_{t-1}^* \times R_t \times \frac{SI_{t-1}}{SI_t} \]

where \( SI_{t-1} \) and \( SI_t \) is the average service interval for a newly constructed facility in time periods \( t-1 \) and \( t \).

**Figure 5.** Average annual daily traffic per lane on arterial roads and interstates from 2005-2017 per FHWA’s *Highway Statistics 2018.*

We can easily compute the service interval for a typical highway facility constructed in a given year via our estimated performance model. For sake of simplicity, we can assume that the average rate of deterioration for a facility constructed in a given year can be approximated by \( r \), which accounts for the previously discussed factors (e.g., structural capacity) that impact the performance of a highway. State DOTs will have a general expectation around the initial condition of any constructed facility, \( D_0 \), and a critical, threshold value in which the roadway will be viewed as unacceptable and require an intervention in the future, \( D_{critical} \). With these three variables, the service interval for a newly constructed highway follows:

\[ D_{critical} = D_0 e^{r \times SI} \]  
\[ SI = \frac{\ln D_{critical} - \ln D_0}{r} \]
With average performance rates, \( r_t \) and \( r_{t-1} \), in time periods \( t \) and \( t-1 \), we can further simplify our ratio between \( SI_{t-1} \) and \( SI_t \) as part of our updated producer price index via:

\[
\frac{SI_{t-1}}{SI_t} = \frac{\ln D_{\text{critical}} - \ln D_0 / r_t}{\ln D_{\text{critical}} - \ln D_0 / r_{t-1}} = \frac{r_t / r_{t-1}}{\ln D_{\text{critical}} - \ln D_0 / r_t}
\]

(17)

\[
C_t^* = C_{t-1}^* \times R_t \times \frac{r_t}{r_{t-1}}
\]

(18)

Beyond its simplicity, there are at least two other advantages with our proposed producer price index quality adjustment. First, for many highway projects completed over the last 20-30 years, we do not know the true serviceable life of the highway given that an intervention has still yet to take place. Our performance model allows us to estimate a serviceable life in the absence of such information. Second, state DOTs will frequently vary in their definition of \( D_{\text{critical}} \) (e.g., see Chen, Hildreth, and Mastin 2019); our proposed producer price index, however, is unaffected by its value. In fact, it is fully possible that our approach actually still underestimates quality improvements in highway construction given that QC/QA programs have sought to improve the initial condition, \( D_0 \), for highway facilities. A better initial condition should play a role in increasing the serviceable lifetime of a facility. Unfortunately, due to the nature of our dataset, we have limited access to initial condition information and are therefore unable to comment on its evolution over time.

In the following section, we demonstrate the impact of measured quality gains in highway construction on our producer price indices by applying this approach to our asphalt concrete series. We have decided to only apply it to this index given that nearly 94 percent of highways across the United States are constructed with this technology and, more importantly, the available sample size for concrete-based activities is limited. We still present our three other unadjusted indices as part of our results given that they will be of utility for future productivity studies in the absence of comparable indices in the existing literature. The results for the asphalt concrete series should at least provide an order of magnitude estimate of possible adjustment rates for the other three indices.

**Empirical Results**

**Figure 6** and **Figure 7** show our baseline, chained-Fisher producer price indices across technologies and activities. In general, these producer price indices for highway construction have grown faster than the consumer price index. Although we do not show FHWA’s NHCCI in these figures, its pattern and overall shape is similar to that of the asphalt concrete producer price index. This result makes intuitive sense given that it is the predominant technology used in highway construction. Having said that, average producer price growth is faster for our asphalt concrete producer price index than FHWA’s NHCCI. This could be due to the removal of other technologies and activities exhibiting lower price growth, differences in criteria rules used to identify outliers, or dissimilar item basket categories and coverage (FHWA uses approximately half as many item baskets). While future engagements with FHWA could help explain possible differences, we are generally pleased that these indices are, overall, quite similar to the benchmark, NHCCI.

Unsurprisingly, the average price to produce asphalt concrete pavements has outpaced Portland cement concrete highways. The rapid rise in crude oil prices in the late 2000s naturally affected prices for bitumen, which was already the costliest material input involved in its production prior to this event.
While falling outside the scope of our work, this fact helps to partially explain the lower growth in prices for asphalt maintenance and rehabilitation activities, which tend to require higher labor and lower material inputs than new construction projects. We can also note that our Portland cement concrete indices have exhibited higher volatility across time; this is largely due to the low sample size mentioned previously, in which the general construction and maintenance and rehabilitation indices for asphalt concrete rely on 500 percent and 350 percent more data, respectively, than their Portland cement concrete counterparts.

Figure 6. Chained-Fisher Producer Price indices for Asphalt Concrete (AC) and Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) Highway Construction.

Figure 7. Chained-Fisher Producer Price Indices for Asphalt Concrete (AC) and Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) Maintenance and Rehabilitation (M&R).
Figure 8 presents the average measured change in deterioration (inches per mile) for each observation in our longitudinal dataset. The average condition in time period \( t \) and \( t-1 \) is computed using five measurements with commonly available inspection technologies. This figure highlights a tremendous challenge in estimating the true performance of a constructed highway facility; that is, our samples are subject to considerable uncertainty due to the persistent errors underlying conventional inspection methods. As can be noted in Figure 8, for a large number of instances, a constructed facility has experienced a negative change in its average measured roughness between time periods, which is counter to the idealized saw-tooth diagram shown previously in Figure 3. While the underlying distribution is skewed to the right, if inspection technologies were perfectly accurate, we would anticipate no observations with a negative value. Despite this challenge, researchers have demonstrated that a high-fidelity performance model can be estimated despite this highlighted issue if specified properly.

Figure 8. Measured average change in pavement roughness (i.e., performance) across consecutive time periods for each facility.

Note: The histogram removes instances in which the measured deterioration improves between time periods due to a possible intervention activity.

Table 2 distills the estimated performance model for asphalt concrete highway construction. In general, all fixed-effects reject the null hypothesis that they are equal to zero at the 5 percent level and are directionally as anticipated. A highway (1) constructed with a higher planned structural capacity (captured via its SN); (2) subject to lower truck traffic; and (3) more recently produced has, on average, exhibited a lower rate of deterioration and a higher serviceable life per Model 2. The impact of anticipated structural capacity, furthermore, does not alter considerably if we remove construction year from the analysis per Model 1.

The parameter estimates of -0.81 and -0.82 for \( \alpha_4 \) can be used to characterize an annual rate of improvement in performance for highways due to advances in its production when holding constant the planned material inputs used in its design. Since our study emphasizes the implication of these findings
on productivity measures, we focus our attention on the resulting producer price indices based on these findings.

**Table 2. Specified pavement performance model. Parameters with a **/* reject the null hypothesis at the 5%/10% level.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model 1 Estimate</th>
<th>Model 2 Estimate</th>
<th>Model 3 Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_1 )</td>
<td>0.0240**</td>
<td>6.1673**</td>
<td>6.2924**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_2 )</td>
<td>-0.0144**</td>
<td>-0.0129**</td>
<td>-0.0090*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_3 )</td>
<td>0.0057**</td>
<td>0.0056**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_4 )</td>
<td>-0.8094**</td>
<td>-0.8222**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specified Model:**
\[
\Delta \ln D_{it} = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \ln SN + \alpha_3 \ln AADTT + \alpha_4 \ln YEAR
\]

**Figure 9** plots our quality-adjusted producer price index for asphalt concrete highway construction based on our specified deterioration models. This has been accomplished by integrating (1) our original producer price index with (2) our deterioration models that track both temporal quality improvements in construction and typical structural designs over time via equation (18) as part of our “redefine the good” approach. The proposed producer price index exhibits lower annual growth by 2.0 percent, a non-trivial amount in the context of productivity research. The divergence in these indices is particularly striking from 2010 onwards as the effects of upward bias in the original price index compound.

While this finding is significant and considerable, we recognize important shortcomings in this analysis. For example, our modeling approach computes an average quality improvement rate across time rather than considering possible shifts across time. We have primarily done this because we have access to data that do not necessarily overlap with our bid dataset temporally. While not used in this study, our previous initiatives with a select few state DOTs have provided us with more recent information. However, these data are not necessarily representative of the national average nor do they fully address the significant time lag (i.e., 5-10 years) in our context to receive performance updates for recently constructed highways.

Despite these shortcomings, our initial findings suggest a potentially strong, upward bias in existing producer price deflators for highway construction. Given that most productivity studies in our context use revenue as an output measure, an upwardly-biased price deflator will lead to the estimation of lower productivity growth over time. We view this as a valuable contribution to the productivity literature with further reflections and discussions presented in the following section.
Summary and Conclusions

From 1968 onwards, reported productivity growth in the U.S. construction sector has continually lagged productivity in the rest of the economy. In fact, U.S. Department of Commerce data indicate that between 1997 and 2017 construction productivity decreased by nearly 30 percent. Early authors have attempted to explain these low productivity growth measures as a consequence of shifts in output design, changes in market structure and firm size, reduced labor quality, reductions in the capital/labor ratio and institutional changes such as unionization. In addition to these claimed real factors, there have also been claims that measurement errors in the underlying price deflators, which are used to develop real output measures, are upward biased, resulting in a downward bias in measured productivity.

While early studies of construction showed zero to negative productivity growth, these measures have come into question following sub-sector and subsequent activity-specific studies. These latter studies have shown positive productivity increases stemming from technological advances, falling real wages and increases in the capital/labor ratio. The most recent attention around this subject has been led by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. This effort sought to generate improved measures of labor productivity growth across four subsectors of construction; single and multiple family residential construction, industrial construction and highway, streets and bridge construction. The emphasis was on the use of accurate, relevant price deflators to use against revenues to create a real output index over time.

Our research has aimed to further improve the price deflators for the highway construction sector by creating new price deflators that can capture quality improvements and can be disaggregated across technologies and activities. A number of authors have pointed out that quality improvements have taken place in both materials and capital inputs. In addition, expenditures on operations and maintenance have shifted from 37 to 46 percent in the time period considered by the BLS research.
The starting point for our work was with the considerable research work that has been carried out by engineers and state DOTs in developing analytical models of pavement performance. This has been driven by the challenge of maintaining an aging roadway system. This required collecting extensive information on highway condition information and forecast future performance. The majority of states rely on a roadway roughness index to measure performance. The value of the roughness index stems from its ease of collection, reliability relative to other measures and its strong correlation with other measures of pavement performance. The measure of quality changes is based on roughness measurements for over 2,500 roadway sections in North America.

Initially, we calculated baseline chained-Fisher producer price indices developed from price data from individual highway construction projects from 2005-2017 in the 48 contiguous U.S. states. Within this dataset are over 5,000 unique expenditure items which we distilled to 60 unique item baskets. A key feature of our index was our redefinition of ‘output’ from simply miles of roadway to include the ‘service life of the miles.’ This yields a modified price index which accounts for average performance rates between time periods. The producer price index was developed for two technologies of Portland cement concrete (PCC) and asphalt concrete (AC) which were each separated by general construction maintenance and rehabilitation. The quality parameter was determined using hedonic regression of the anticipated structural capacity of a facility and year of construction on the change in roadway deterioration (roughness). From the two datasets we were able to distinguish changes in inputs and changes in quality improvements.

Our results show the chained-Fisher producer price indices across technologies (PCC and AC) and activities have grown faster than the consumer price index and AC technology has outpaced the PCC technology. The baseline chained-Fisher produce price index has grown faster than the quality-adjusted price index by 2.0 percent. Since the price index appears in the denominator in calculating real output, our results imply productivity growth has been underestimated.

A reasonable question that one may ask is ‘so what?’ Does this new result change anything? Is productivity growth at an acceptable level? The construction industry supports over 7.6 million jobs in the United States and contributes more than 4 percent to national GDP. Having an accurate measure of productivity change is clearly important since productivity growth will contribute substantially to overall living standards. While we may want to understand how to improve the industry’s productivity, we must first know where we presently stand: in that regard, getting the measurement right is essential.

While 2.0 percent is significant, natural follow-up questions are ‘Why does productivity change in construction?’ and ‘How do we invest to improve the well-being of people?’ Certainly, the shift in spending from new construction to more operations and maintenance will mean lower productivity with conventional measures. Such activities are labor intensive and limited state budgets will mean it is unlikely we would see a shift to more capital-intensive technologies. The collection of firm-level data would likely help us in this regard to better understand how market structure, management structure and technical and materials adoption affect productivity. For example, Syverson (2004) describes the effects of product substitutability on the selection of firms and the equilibrium dispersion of firm productivity. When products become more substitutable production within an industry relocates. Less productive firms disappear and output shifts toward more productive firms. There is strong evidence that a higher degree of substitutability leads to narrow productivity dispersion and a higher median productivity. There is also evidence that different technologies, asphalt concrete and Portland cement concrete for example, operate differently.
The research also identifies gaps and challenges. We chose to redefine our product as an outcome rather than an output. Are there alternative definitions we could use that would improve the results? How sensitive would the results be to these definitions? One of the limitations of our data is there is a large time gap in knowing how well a facility actually performs; could other data sources from certain state DOTs allow us to further enhance our producer price index? While we have cited many sources of quality improvement in construction, we do not know which ones are driving quality gains in the sector. For example, there is a shift to greater capital intensity but the usability of such capital and robustness against breakdown will affect the variation in productivity measures. Such improvements naturally occur at the firm level before being aggregated to subsectors. Having firm-level data would address the difficulty of dealing with heterogeneous outputs and the large and diverse set of activities, both of which plague the creation of an accurate price index. Additionally, the efficient use of material and capital inputs by firms likely not only depends on their individual actions but also the context in which they operate. What is the impact, for example, of constructing in urban versus rural locations on the productivity of a firm? Firm-level data would also allow us to address questions posed by Syverson (2004) and understand the distribution of differences in multi-factor productivity (MFP) across firms. It is, after all, not just labor productivity but also MFP that is of interest.
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